in a class of functions with values in a metric space. The equation has been introduced by T. Popoviciu [16] in connection with an inequality concerning convex functions (cf. [21] ). The solutions and stability of it has already been studied by W. Smajdor [20] and T. Trif [21, 22] . Our results correspond to [21, and [22] and complete and generalize [20, Theorem 1] ,
In the sequel we assume that (X, +) is a commutative semigroup with a neutral element Ox, uniquely divisible by 2 and 3, (V,+) is a commutative semigroup, d is a complete metric in Y satisfying the condition Inspired by G-L. Forti [7] and the talk of P. Volkmann at the 42nd International Symposium on Functional Equations (Brno, The Czech Republic, 2004), as the main tool we use the subsequent theorem on stability of the functional equation $ o / o a = / (in single variable), which can be easily derived from [7] . (Given a function a, mapping a nonempty set D into D, in the sequel we write a°(x) = x for x G D and a n = a o a n~l for n € N, where N stands for the set of positive integers).
THEOREM 1. Assume that (S,p) is a complete metric space, f : K -> S, V : S
5, a : K -> K, h : K [0, oo), A e [0, oo), p(Vofoa(x),f{x))<h(x) forxeK, p(V(x), < Xd(x, y) for x,yeY, and oo H{x) :=^\ i h(a i (x)) < oo for x E K. i=0 Then, for every x E K, the limit F(x) := lim^oo o / o a n
(x) exists and F : K -»• S is the unique function such that i'oFoa = F and p(f(x),F(x)) < H(x) for
xEK. This approach shows that it is quite natural to consider stability of (1) on a restricted domain (such approach has been already applied in [15, 4] ).
We start with the following simple observation. 
d(ip(x),F(x)) < H(x)
for x 6 K.
Moreover, if there is r/ G [0, g^) with
for x e K
-3Z l T)
Proof. Taking x = y and z = Ox in (6), for every x 6 K with ^jGiiwe obtain
and consequently, replacing x by 2x, in view of (2) and (3) 
Proof. Taking x = y and z = Ox in (6) we get (9) for x G K with § and, next, replacing x by in view of (2) and (3) we have
, /3x 3x n \ for x G K. for n G N. Consequently, according to (11) and Remark 1, letting n -> oo we obtain (1) for x,y,z e K with 2±2, ^±|±£ e jf. The uniqueness of F one can show analogously as in the proof of Theorem 2.
To complete the proof suppose that (13) 
